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QUESTION 1

Which requirement would be classified as a functional requirement within the application design documentation? 

A. The application must be hosted with redundancy levels of N+1 or better. 

B. Penetration testing must be executed quarterly with a pass rate of 80% or higher. 

C. The application must be capable of handling 200 transactions per second. 

D. Administrators must monitor the network traffic of the desired systems. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization\\'s data scientists are executing a plan to use machine learning (ML). They must have access to
graphical processing unit (GPU) capabilities to execute their computational models when needed. The solutions
architect needs to design a solution to ensure that GPUs can be shared by multiple virtual machines. 

Which two solutions should the architect recommend to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. NVIDIA vGPU 

B. AMD MxGPU 

C. vSphere DirectPath I/O 

D. vSGA 

E. vSphere Bitfusion 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer defines a requirement to minimize the vMotion migration time during a maintenance period. The servers
being used are equipped with eight 1 GbE network adapters. 

Per the defined logical network configuration, there are two network adapters each used for: 

Management traffic vMotion traffic iSCSI traffic Virtual machine traffic 

Which design decision should the architect make to meet the customer requirement? 

A. Use Network I/O Control to define a reservation for vMotion traffic. 

B. Implement Multi-NIC vMotion by adding additional vMotion VMkernels. 
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C. Configure a dedicated TCP/IP stack for vMotion traffic. 

D. Combine vMotion and Management traffic to make use of four adapters. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An architect is reviewing a physical storage design. The customer has specified that storage DRS will be used for ease
of operational management for capacity and performance. 

Which recommendation should the architect include in the design? 

A. Create smaller datastores to balance space with Storage DRS 

B. Use a larger number of storage profiles (varied disk speeds and RAID levels) to improve performance 

C. Create larger datastores to balance space with Storage DRS 

D. Create more datastores within each Storage DRS cluster to balance space and performance 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

During a requirements gathering workshop, the customer shares the following about their existing ESXi 

host virtual networking infrastructure: 
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The customer confirms that: 

Each ESXi host has approximately 200 virtual machines. 

They want to maximize the number of concurrent virtual machine migrations. 

When placing a host in maintenance mode, it takes a long time to evacuate the virtual machines. 

Which two recommendations should the architect make in order to help the customer overcome their 

challenge? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure the network to use MTU for the VMotion VMKernel to 1,600 bytes 

B. Configure the network to use MTU for the VMotion VMKernel to 9,000 bytes 

C. Create an additional standard switch with pNIC3 to use for vMotion 

D. Use the 3 pNICs and bundle them in a link aggregation group (LAG) configuration 

E. Use 10 GbE NICs instead of 1 GbE 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

A Cloud Service Provider wants to introduce backup as a service for a customer\\'s vSphere-based virtual machines. 

The following information is noted: All top-of-rack (ToR) switches are 10 GbE and fully populated The backup traffic
must not impact existing services 

Which two recommendations should the architect make to help the customer incorporate the service? (Choose two.) 
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A. Enable and tag traffic on the backup distributed port group 

B. Add a new two-port 10 GbE NIC per ESXi host 

C. Replace the existing NIC with a two-port 25 GbE NIC per ESXi host 

D. Match the Class of Service (CoS) and Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) values to the physical network 

E. Create a new virtual switch using the 1 GbE uplinks 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7

An architect is considering placement of virtual machines within an existing VMware software-defined data center
(SDDC). 

During the discovery phase, the following information is documented: 

Cluster One Six ESXi hosts vSphere HA with host failures cluster tolerates = 1 Proactive HA is enabled and set to
automated Fully Automated vSphere DRS Transparent Page Sharing (TPS) is enabled 

Cluster Two Eight ESXi hosts vSphere HA with host failures cluster tolerates = 1 Proactive HA is disabled Partially
Automated vSphere DRS Transparent Page Sharing (TPS) is disabled 

Cluster Three Three ESXi hosts vSphere HA with admission control is disabled Proactive HA is not supported
Transparent Page Sharing (TPS) is disabled 

Virtual Machine Resource Profile 1 Memory sharing techniques should not be used Virtual machines should be
automatically restarted in the event of host failure if resources are available Automated initial virtual machine placement 

Virtual Machine Resource Profile 2 Memory sharing techniques can be used Virtual machines should be protected from
any host hardware failures Automated initial virtual machine placement Which two recommendations should the
architect make for placement of the virtual machines to meet resource profile requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. All virtual machines matching Virtual Machine Resource Profile 2 should be placed on Cluster One. 

B. All virtual machines matching Virtual Machine Resource Profile 1 should be placed on Cluster One. 

C. All virtual machines matching Virtual Machine Resource Profile 2 should be placed on Cluster Two. 

D. All virtual machines matching Virtual Machine Resource Profile 1 should be placed on Cluster Two. 

E. All virtual machines matching Virtual Machine Resource Profile 2 should be placed on Cluster Three. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Following a recent acquisition, an architect needs to merge IT assets into its current data center. The 
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combined vSphere environment will need to run the newly acquired company\\'s virtual machines. 

Network integration work has already been completed and the current environment has capacity to host all 

virtual machines. The Operations team needs to identify which virtual machines belong to the acquired 

company and report on their usage. 

How should the architect merge the company\\'s assets and virtual machines? 

A. Leave the newly acquired company\\'s assets in its current place 

B. Lift and shift the acquired assets into the data center 

C. Migrate the acquired company\\'s virtual machines into the existing vSphere environment 

D. Migrate and apply vSphere tags to the acquired company\\'s virtual machines 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two statements are true about gathering functional business and application requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. It focuses on functional requirements with C-level stakeholders 

B. It leverages a single set of questions for all stakeholders 

C. It might require multiple rounds of stakeholder interviews 

D. It builds stakeholder consensus 

E. It is a non-iterative process 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

An architect is designing a new vSphere platform to meet a list of requirements from the security team. 

Which two requirements would be classified as non-functional requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Migration of virtual machines between hosts must be encrypted 

B. Log information must be verbose to support incident resolution 

C. Critical events generated within the platform must be logged to an external Syslog service 

D. Data integrity must be ensured 

E. A common content library must be maintained across all data centers 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 11

An architect is designing a vSphere environment for a customer based on the following information: 

The vSphere cluster will have three hosts only due to budget considerations. 

A database cluster (node majority) consisting of three virtual machines will be running on the vSphere 

cluster. 

Which two recommendations can the architect make so that the customer achieves the highest level of 

application availability while taking into consideration operational resiliency? (Choose two.) 

A. Create VM-VM anti-affinity rules 

B. Set das.respectvmvmantiaffinityrules to false 

C. Create VM-Host anti-affinity rules 

D. Disable vSphere HA during maintenance 

E. Set das.ignoreinsufficienthbdatastore to true 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

An architect is planning the physical server configuration for a vSAN-based infrastructure. 

Which operations mode should a RAID controller support to minimize potential server downtime during physical disk
failures? 

A. RAID controller with Passthru mode 

B. RAID controller with RAID 5 mode 

C. RAID controller with RAID 10 mode 

D. RAID controller with RAID 6 mode 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/vsan-702-planning-deployment-guide.pdf 

(25) 

 

QUESTION 13

An architect has 50 ESXi hosts to deploy and DHCP servers are not allowed on any network. Which automated host
deployment method should the architect use? 
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A. Stateless vSphere Auto Deploy 

B. Stateful vSphere Auto Deploy 

C. Scripted installation 

D. Interactive installation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 14

An architect is designing an environment for a retail customer. The design will use a single small vCenter Server
Appliance and a cluster of eight ESXi hosts at a remote site. There is a single 10 GbE connected network at the remote
site to support all management services. It is not possible to create additional management networks at the remote site.
Virtual machine backups at the site will be dependent on the vCenter Server being available. 

Which design decision should the architect make to maximize availability for backups? 

A. vCenter Server High Availability will be configured. 

B. The vCenter Server Appliance will be protected with vSphere Fault Tolerance. 

C. The cluster will be configured to use vSphere DRS in fully automated mode. 

D. The cluster will be configured with vSphere HA and set to restart virtual machines based on guest operating system
heartbeat monitoring. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 15

An architect is preparing a design for a customer. Based on requirements, the architect recommends an HCI-based
infrastructure with all-flash architecture. During the assessment, it is confirmed that the network throughput generated
by virtual machines does not exceed 150 Mb/s. 

What is the minimum number and type of network adapters in each server that the architect can recommend to ensure
requirements are met and there is no single point of failure? 

A. Two 1 GbE network adapters per server 

B. Four 1 GbE network adapters per server 

C. Four 10 GbE network adapters per server D. Two 10 GbE network adapters per server 

Correct Answer: C 
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